mapp Control
Easy command of advanced control

Increase your productivity

"Modern closed-loop control technology

holds enormous potential for optimizing
manufacturing processes. By packaging
advanced control algorithms in easy-to-use
software blocks, we make it easy for you to
enjoy the benefits of this potential."

Martin Staudecker
Product Manager, mapp Control

Benefit from advanced technologies
mapp Control encapsulates flexible control algorithms in
easy-to-use software components.

Utilize the maximum potential
With mapp Control, you can run your application closer to
the physical limits and increase the productivity of your
machine or plant.

Faster to market with digital twins
The simulation options of mapp Control simplify development and accelerate commissioning.

Self-optimizing controllers
Adaptive controllers, autotuning and virtual sensors help
optimize control parameters and fine tune them during operation.

Time for what counts
mapp is revolutionizing the creation of software for industrial machinery and equipment. mapp components – mapps for
short – are as easy to use as a smartphone app. Rather than write lines and lines of code to build a user management system, alarm system or motion control sequence from the ground up, developers of machine software simply configure the
ready-made mapps with a few clicks of the mouse. Complex algorithms are easy to manage. Programmers can focus entirely on the machine process.

mapps are fully networked and can exchange data automatically using mapp Links. This lets you do things like set
up an entire energy management system with a few mouse
clicks:
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When you add the mapp Energy component to
the application, it automatically retrieves the
energy data it needs from all the axes.
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If a new axis or entire CNC system is added,
mapp Energy automatically retrieves its
energy data.

Guaranteed software quality
mapp components are created following the principles of agile software development – with a
focus on quality. Automated tests can be run ahead of time during the development process
using test-driven development. Tests are performed at five different levels and new tests are
added all the time. Additionally, each new or modified function is developed according to the
two-man rule. All of these practices contribute to guaranteed high software quality.

Easy command of advanced control

Optimal injection molding
with simulation and autotuning
The autotuning function of the hydraulic controller ensures optimal configuration of the hydraulic pressure controller on the servo pump of an
injection molding machine.

Custom packaging processes
with a modular software toolbox

The temperature controller can be switched to
simulation mode to simulate the temperature of
a particular zone. This means that
the application software can be developed and tested without the actual temperature unit.

Packaging processes require customized openand closed-loop control solutions to ensure optimal process execution. With the mapp Control
Tools functions, users can implement all types of
control loops, generate profiles or carry out simple statistical evaluations. This gives machine
manufacturers the opportunity to generate
unique selling points.

Perfect print quality
using virtual sensors
With mapp Web Handling's virtual
sensor, damage to the guide rollers on a printing press can be detected and repaired before it is
able to seriously impact print
quality.

Flexible. Smart. Open.

All control functions – from a basic PID controller to a
highly complex crane or hydraulics controller – are accessed via a uniform, easy-to-use interface with
mapp Control. This makes creating applications with
mapp Control substantially easier and faster.
Complex control algorithms are essential to the execution of today's advanced machine processes. B&R's mapp
Control components now make these algorithms available to developers who don't have highly specialized
knowledge of control theory. This significantly reduces
the time and effort spent on development, maintenance
and commissioning.
100% open
mapp components enable unprecedented precision and
speed using intelligent algorithms. Users can apply automated tuning procedures to find the operating parameters needed to push processes to their physical limits.

Commissioning is accelerated by extensive simulation
options.
B&R offers interfaces for simulation tools at all levels.
mapp Control functions can be combined with development tools such as MapleSim or industrialPhysics to
perform hardware-in-the-loop simulation or virtual
commissioning.
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Create applications without programming
Optimize processes with autotuning
Benefit from integrated simulation
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Added value for your machine

mapp Control Tools
Advanced control algorithms play a decisive
role in the added value that machines provide.
The mapp Control Tools package provides a wide range of
basic functions for closed-loop control and signal processing. PID controllers with tuning functions, low-pass
filters, Kalman filters and components for profile generation can all be used for customized control solutions to
maximize innovation potential.

mapp Plastics
mapp Plastics provides technology functions for
plastics processing. For example, there are
easy-to-use components that generate target profiles for
clamping units, injection pistons, ejectors and more. Additional special-purpose functions are also available, such as
mold protection for the clamping unit, switching and dwell
pressure during injection and a closed control loop for back
pressure during plasticizing.

mapp Crane
mapp Crane provides closed-loop control solutions
for cranes with suspended loads. To operate such
systems efficiently, the motion control system needs to compensate for the tendency of the load to oscillate. This prevents
the formation of uncontrolled sway and skew oscillations. Payloads can be delivered more quickly while at the same time
improving safety for both humans and materials. Potential applications include overhead bridge (OHB), rail-mounted gantry
(RMG) and ship-to-shore (STS) cranes.

mapp Temperature
High-performance temperature control solutions
like those required for extrusion or thermoforming are especially challenging to develop. This is
particularly true when the requirements include autotuning, zone-synchronized heating curves, minimal
overshoot or energy-optimized operating modes.
mapp Temperature provides functions for optimal control
of temperature processes, allowing machines to run
closer to the physical limits.

mapp Hydraulics
mapp Hydraulics components provide easier
access to advanced closed-loop control functions and assist developers in the design, simulation, virtual commissioning and diagnosis of hydraulic systems.
Innovative autotuning functions make it easy to determine the optimal controller parameters for any combination of pumps, valves and cylinders. A hydraulic axis can
also be effortlessly integrated in a CNC axis group together with electrical axes.

mapp Web Handling
mapp Web Handling is used on machines with
continuous webs, such as printing, packaging and textile processing machines. mapp Web Handling
allows for maximum productivity with minimum waste
and includes all necessary technologies. Winder or
transport axis, dancer or tension control – every aspect
of web handling can be configured and implemented using mapp components.
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